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Abstract: Although prostate cancer is one of the most common cancers in the male population,
its basic biological function at a cellular level remains to be fully understood. This lack of in
depth understanding of its physiology significantly hinders the development of new, targeted
and more effective treatment strategies. Whilst electrophysiological studies can provide in depth
analysis, the possibility of recording electrical activity in large populations of non-neuronal cells
remains a significant challenge, even harder to address in the picoAmpere-range, which is typical
of cellular level electrical activities. In this paper, we present the measurement and characterization
of electrical activity of populations of prostate cancer cells PC-3, demonstrating for the first time a
meaningful electrical pattern. The low noise system used comprises a multi-electrode array (MEA)
with circular gold electrodes on silicon oxide substrates. The extracellular capacitive currents present
two standard patterns: an asynchronous sporadic pattern and a synchronous quasi-periodic biphasic
spike pattern. An amplitude of ±150 pA, a width between 50–300 ms and an inter-spike interval
around 0.5 Hz characterize the quasi-periodic spikes. Our experiments using treatment of cells with
Gd3+, known as an inhibitor for the Ca2+ exchanges, suggest that the quasi-periodic signals originate
from Ca2 channels. After adding the Gd3+ to a population of living PC-3 cells, their electrical activity
considerably decreased; once the culture was washed, thus eliminating the Gd3+ containing medium
and addition of fresh cellular growth medium, the PC-3 cells recovered their normal electrical activity.
Cellular viability plots have been carried out, demonstrating that the PC-3 cells remain viable after the
use of Gd3+, on the timescale of this experiment. Hence, this experimental work suggests that Ca2+ is
significantly affecting the electrophysiological communication pattern among PC-3 cell populations.
Our measuring platform opens up new avenues for real time and highly sensitive investigations of
prostate cancer signalling pathways.

Keywords: prostate cancer signalling; PC-3 cells; electrical activity; calcium channel inhibitor

1. Introduction

Prostate cancer is one of the most common malignancy cancers diagnosed in men [1], especially in
Western countries [2,3]. In the UK alone, about 50,000 men per year are diagnosed with prostate
cancer [4]. The disease can develop when cells in the prostate start to grow and spread in an
uncontrolled way. Also, owing to its difficulty in diagnosis, there is an urgent need for early prevention
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and efficient treatment to stop it spreading. Nonetheless, there is still little scientific understanding
on the electrophysiology of the prostate cancer growth and metastatic patterns, thus delaying the
development of new, targeted drugs for confinement and treatment of the tumour [5].

Currently, a reliable and useful in-vitro model for prostate cancer is cell culture [6]. Along with
LNCaP and DU-145, PC-3 cells are considered the gold standard of prostate cancer cell culture lines [7,8].
PC-3 cells are proven to be reliable for growth rate and behaviour as a xenograft [9], and maintain
genotype and phenotype when injected into mice [10,11]. Finally, PC-3 cell lines are hormone insensitive
and present no AR or PSA mRNA/protein. As a highly aneuploid line, it duplicates after approximately
33 h. This proliferation is known to lead to high levels of oxidative stress [12]. Concomitantly, the
scientific community has routinely attributed the transduction of oxidative stress to the universal second
messenger Ca2+. The pH sensitivity in comparison to non-malignant cells is noticeable and being utilized
in the development of novel anticancer drugs [13]. The routine use of this methodology is hindered by
the expensive Ca2+ dyes toxicity and inability to perform long term Ca2+ imaging.

Fluctuations of the membrane potential play a central role in cells of the nervous system. They are
caused by the flux of primarily Na+, K+, Cl−, and Ca2+ ions along the gradient, controlled by the
function of ion channel proteins. Gradients in ion channels are closely related to brain illnesses [14]
cardiac arrhythmias [15] and the development of cancer [16–21]. Previous imaging and single cell studies
investigated K+, Na+ and Ca2+ channels in human prostate cancer basal activity and proliferation [22,23]
Consensus on the role of Ca2+ channels during prostate cancer proliferation seems to exist as demonstrated
by Zhang and colleagues through the use of Ca2+-permeable channel TRPM8 [24,25] and by others trough
a permeable channel to Ca2+, TRPC6 [26] and other oxidative stresses [27].

Moving ions across the membrane of cells gives rise to minute electrical fluctuations, even in
electrically quiescent cells such as Glia cells [28–32]. Hence, we hypothesize that electrical monitoring
of prostate cancer cells would also be possible, not through using expensive and sometimes toxic
methods such as fluorescence, but instead using a low cost, ultra-sensitive electrical recording setup to
measure a whole population of non-neuronal cells.

To electrically detect a population of living cells, multi-electrode arrays (MEAs) are used as the
technology of choice. A MEA consists of a group of electrodes on a substrate which allow a close
contact with cells in culture medium. The first MEA used to monitor the electrical activity of cells
culture was created around 1970 [33]. Since then, most of the efforts related to MEAs have been focused
on improving the concentration of electrodes and their electrical characteristics [34–38]. A major goal
of electrode fabrication for application in MEAs is to achieve a low impedance and high capacitance, as
it results in a higher signal-to-noise ratio; low impedance becomes particularly challenging when the
planar electrode dimensions are miniaturized down to the micrometre scale. Therefore, researchers are
focusing on increasing the effective surface area by modifying the electrode with porous conducting
materials such as Pt black, Au nanostructures and carbon nanotubes. By modifying the surface, the
impedance of the electrode is reduced, leading to improved electrical recordings. In this respect, we
have decreased the impedance by using extreme large electrode areas of mm2 and have shown a
noise level as low as 0.3 µVpp [31]. An extremely low-noise measuring system allowed us to detect
minute, yet constantly occurring and functional, membrane capacitive current oscillations across large
populations of cells, such as e.g., C6 glioma cells [32].

In this paper, we show that the reliable prostate cancer cell model PC-3 can be electrically
monitored using the same extremely high signal-to-noise electrophysiological recording system.
We recorded the electrical activity of populations of PC-3 cells over time and show that two typical and
consistent behaviours occur. The first one relates to the basal activity and is manifested as asynchronous
and sporadic electrical spikes. The second is a collaborative event and is manifested through the
observation of a quasi-periodic electrical spike-pattern. By using specific inhibitors, we show that
the routinely observed quasi-periodic spikes relate to Ca2+ ions cooperatively traveling through a
population of thousands of cells. Our findings also suggest the applicability of our cells-on-a-chip
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system for reliable in-vitro testing of human-relevant prostate cancer models such as PC-3 cells for
in-vivo applications.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. General Cellular Culturing Method

PC-3 cells were cultured using standard methodologies, at 37 ◦C in a humidified atmosphere
in air and harvested once a confluence of over 70% had been reached. PC-3 cells were cultured
in Roswell Park Memorial Institute (RPMI) 1640 medium. The media contained 10% foetal calf
serum (FCS), 0.5% penicillin/streptomycin (10,000 IU mL−1/10,000 mg mL−1) and 1% 200 mM
L-glutamine. All culturing and imaging steps were performed in the absence of phenol red-based
additives. The supernatant containing dead cell matter and excess protein were aspirated. The live
adherent cells were then washed with 10 mL of phosphate buffer saline (PBS) solution twice to remove
any remaining media containing FCS, which may inactivate trypsin. Cells were incubated in 3 mL
of trypsin solution (0.25% trypsin) for 5 to 7 min at 37 ◦C. After trypsinisation, 6 mL of medium
containing 10% serum was added to inactivate the trypsin and the solution was centrifuged for 5 min
(1000 rpm, 25 ◦C) to remove any remaining dead cell matter. The supernatant liquid was aspirated and
5 mL of cell medium (10% FCS) was added to the cell matter left behind. Cells were counted using a
haemocytometer and then seeded as appropriate, either on a microchip, or on a cellular plate suitable
for optical imaging.

2.2. Standard Cellular Viability Assays in Water

To assess the cellular viability over the duration of experiment, in a parallel setting, standard
MTT assays (i.e., colorimetric assays for measuring cell metabolic activity) were performed. For this,
PC-3 cells were plated (7 × 103 cells per well) in a 96-well plate and left for 48 h to adhere fully.
For a cellular viability estimation (denoted IC50 estimations by MTT assays), cells were incubated
with aqueous gadolinium chloride and tested for 20 min at 37 ◦C. Concentrations used were 250,
100, 50, 10, 1, 0.5, 0.1 µM, 0.001 µM (1% water, 99% RPMI medium containing 10% FCS at standard
concentration of the cell line). Subsequently, cells were washed three times with PBS and 100 µL of
MTT was added (0.5 mg mL−1, 10% PBS:SFM), followed by a 2-h incubation. Following aspiration,
100 µL of DMSO was added and the 96 well plates were read at an ELISA plate reader (Fluostar
Omega BMGLabTech, Aylesbury, UK). Data emerged from at least three consistent results and IC50

values were calculated using Origin 9 (Wellesley Hills, MA, USA). However, when the effect of GdCl3

was evaluated in aqueous conditions, the IC50 value at 20 min could not be determined because no
significant cytotoxicity effect is induced by aqueous gadolinium chloride in 20-min incubation with
given concentrations.

2.3. MEA Experimental Details

The MEA chip used for the experiments consists of a 1 mm thick silicon/silicon dioxide substrate
and round shaped Au electrodes of 50 nm thickness and 2 mm apart. Au was evaporated on top of
a 8 nm Cr adhesion layer through a shadow mask. The electrode area is 1 mm2. Then, a previously
drilled piece of PMMA was glued to the substrate with the electrodes, which is used as a well to
contain the solution. The gold electrodes, which have an area of 1 mm2, are located inside the well and
connected with a small strip-line of 0.2 mm to the contact pad outside the well. The area of the strip-line
can be disregarded with respect to the area of the electrodes. The Au plated contact pins outside the
well were purchased from Distrelec (Bremen, Germany), rated at 3 A with a length of 24.64 mm and
type SPA-2D, allowing the connection to the chip with the measurement equipment. After autoclaving
the whole system, cells are deposited with the medium over the electrode. Recordings start at least
3 h after cell deposition. A total of 0.1 million cells were prepared for its culture in the described
MEA. The whole system was autoclaved before each experiment. A total of 280 µL (0.1 M) were
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loaded onto the MEA chip. Devices were placed in the incubator and monitored continuously up
to 3 days. The whole experiment was repeated three times with the same conditions. The well was
loosely covered with a lid to prevent evaporation of the medium. After filling, the system was put into
an incubator (Midi 40, Thermo Scientific, Schwerte, Germany). This system assures the presence of
enough cell culture medium to keep the cells viable over more than 24 h without medium change.

The current between two Au electrodes was measured using a low-noise current amplifier (SR570,
Stanford Research, Sunnyvale, CA, USA) and a dynamic signal analyser (35670A, Agilent, Frankfurt,
Germany). The data from the signal analyser was extracted with a homemade LabVIEW acquisition
software using a high speed USB/GPIB interface converter from Keysight Technologies (Frankfurt,
Germany) and processed using Matlab R2017b. To minimize drift, the current amplifier was calibrated
and the setup was stabilized for at least 2 h before measuring. The current was recorded as a function
of time by using zero bias on the electrodes. The use of a Faraday cage and low noise wires assure a
minimized external interference.

Optical micrographs taken with an epifluorescence microscope (Nikon, Surrey, UK) showed that
the PC-3 cells adhered and covered the whole electrode and substrate. Because of the large electrode
area, the recorded current was not from a single cell but from the superposition of signals of all cells
coupled to the electrode. Hence, we recorded the activity of a PC-3 cell population, and findings are
discussed below.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Sensor, Cell Adhesion and Viability

Figure 1a illustrates the MEA chip used during the experiments, in which red circles represent the
cells inside the chip. The chip is composed of four pairs of circular electrodes, which are optimized to
record the electrical signals of cells populations adhered to them [39,40]. Pairs of electrodes comprise
one measuring electrode and one counter electrode. To better understand the recording system,
we have modelled the equivalent circuit based on the charge transfer resistance, RD, in parallel with
the Helmholtz-Gouy-Chapman double layer capacitance, CD, which is in series with the spreading
resistance, RC. The counter electrode has a similar circuit. The path between the sensing and the
counter electrode is large, making the impedance, Zseal, very high. Cells generate a voltage, vs(t).
Our approach measures the current is(t) using a transimpedance amplifier. The output voltage is then
given by vo(t):

vo(t) = −RF is(t) (1)

where RF is the feedback resistance. The model used in these experiments has been explained by
Medeiros et al. [39]. The detected current is given as:

is(t) =
dvs

dt
· CD

(
1 − e−

t
τ

)
, with τ = RcRD (2)

In this case, τ is the time constant for the charging or discharging of the network. CD acts as a
multiplying factor, which affects the spatial resolution, but also allows the amplification of the signal
thanks to the rescaling of CD due to the use of large-area electrodes. Changes on the extracellular
potentials affect the current, which is the derivative of the acquired voltage signal [41].

Figure 1b shows the adhesion of cells to the substrate and the gold electrodes. Figure 1c shows
cell viability in the developed sensors. For cell viability experiments, 1 × 105 cells were added and
incubated for 24 h. The growth of cells was monitored every day. The number of cells on eight different
electrodes were counted and averaged. The results show the normalized cell numbers in 1, 2, 3, 4 and
8 days. It shows no toxicity in our recording system and that PC-3 cells can attach and proliferate in
normal conditions. Each spot was calculated from the average of the eight different electrodes on the
chips. The error reported was the standard error of the mean and is shown as ±S.E.M (see Table 1).
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Figure 1. (a) Drawing of the transducer used for the culturing of PC-3 cells. PC-3 cells are represented
as red circles within the culture medium. (b) PC-3 cells adhered to the gold electrodes 3 days after
being deposited. (c) Cell viability describing a typical exponential PC-3 cell growth in the MEA device.

Table 1. Average, S.E.M, normalized average and normalized S.E.M.

Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 8

Average 42.0000 93.7500 156.6250 285.0000 1193.6250
S.E.M 4.5591 9.4449 16.8395 43.4133 128.5749

Normalized average 0.0352 0.0785 0.1312 0.2089 1.0000
Normalized S.E.M 2.42 × 10−3 5.02 × 10−3 8.95 × 10−3 2.75 × 10−2 6.84 × 10−2

3.2. Electrical Activity of PC-3 Cells

The electrical activity of PC-3 cells has been monitored over time. We repeated all electrical
recordings at least three times for reproducibility. A baseline signal was obtained by performing
electrical recordings only with medium. This experiment was made before the electrical recordings
with cells took place. This results in a baseline of less than 1 pA as depicted in Figure 2a in close
agreement to previous reported results [31].

PC-3 cells were then monitored in our system. Figure 2b describes the two common patterns of the
current measurements at zero bias. Two typical behaviours were recorded through the experimental
recordings. A basal sporadic and asynchronous activity and a quasi-periodic behaviour. A zoomed of
the quasi-periodicity is presented in Figure 2c and an even larger zoom to the spike shape is given by
Figure 2d. We note that the basal sporadic activities are characterized by faster and smaller magnitudes
of about 100 pA, and by their asynchronous and sporadic behaviour. Yet, when quasi-periodic spikes
appear, they are mostly characterized by larger signal magnitudes, slower widths ranging from 0.03 to
0.3 s and inter-spike intervals in the range of few seconds. We present a detailed statistical analysis of
the recorded synchronous activity in Figure 2e–g.

Figure 2c depicts a typical unipolar asynchronous spike observed in PC-3 cell cultures during
extracellular recordings. We note that about 70% of the electrical spikes were unipolar, fast (below
200 ms) and with lower magnitudes than that of the synchronous regime. Figure 2d,e shows that
quasi-periodic spikes are biphasic, and that the spike amplitude during the more intense period of
electrical activity is about ±150 pA. We further analyse our data by plotting the histograms of all
our synchronous signals during 3 different experiments. Figure 2f–h shows the statistics of the time
between consecutive spikes, signal magnitudes and spike widths during the synchronous activity.
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Due to a low number of events, the histograms in Figure 2f–h shows only spikes over ±50 pA. Near half
of the spikes accounted have an amplitude between ±100 and ±200 pA, and a remarkable amount of
spikes exist with an even higher amplitude with maximums over 300 pA. Interestingly, we note that in
most cases the quasi-periodic spikes observed in the synchronous period have larger widths than those
appearing in the asynchronous regime. About 80% of the analysed spikes in the asynchronous regime
had widths between 30 and 200 ms, whereas in the synchronous regime the distribution was broader
and with widths larger as depicted in Figure 2g. The time between synchronous events is depicted
in Figure 2h. Here we see that the distance between spikes reaches a peak around 2–3 s although the
variation expands from 1 to 10 s of interval between biphasic spikes.
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Figure 2. Electrical activity of a PC-3 cells culture on a Si/SiO2/Au substrate chip. (a) Baseline
measured on the chip with only cell medium. (b) Most representative electrical activity of PC-3
cells during the experiment, showing on the left side of the graph the sporadic and mostly unipolar
electrical activity. (c) Zoom-in to the sporadic and asynchronous regime showing a typical unipolar
negative spike. (d) Quasi-periodic activity of PC-3 cells, presenting Biphasic spikes. (e) Biphasic
pulses of the electrical activity of PC-3 cells, with a measurable distance between the positive and
the negative pulse of about 0.3 s. (f–h) represent the characterization of the quasi-periodic activity of
PC-3 cells: (f) Number of spikes depending on its amplitude. (g) Number of spikes depending on its
width. (h) Number of spikes depending on its distance between them. The interspike intervals were
distributed into time slots with a resolution of 1 s.
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The results obtained for the asynchronous analysis reveal that during the first part of the
experiment, which corresponds with this asynchronous behaviour, the amount of spikes detected
is much lower (around 10 times lower) than during the synchronous analysis. Comparing the
synchronous and asynchronous analysis we conclude that the amount of spikes detected during the
asynchronous phase is considerably lower than the amount of spikes detected during the quasi-periodic
phase. The spikes are larger and wider during the quasi-periodic activity, as expected for cooperative
signals [31,32]. The signal recorded using our large electrode area is the sum of all individual
cell contributions. Individual cell signals cannot be resolved with sufficient spatial information.
Uncorrelated cell activity appears as noise and low magnitude asynchronous spikes. Thus, we argue
that the asynchronous activity regime of Figure 2b is mostly due to uncorrelated single cell activity.
The origin is likely to relate with the known expression of K+ channels of the Kv1.3 family as shown
recently in prostate cancer cell lines via patch clamp experiments [42–45].

3.3. Calcium Channel Inhibition

We note that the quasi-periodic nature of signals is slow and routinely occurs during prostate
cancer proliferation. Additionally, the quasi-periodicity and form of the current signal resonates
well with an extracellular traveling wave across the large area electrode. Once the wave reaches the
sensing electrode it raises its potential relative to the counter electrode forcing a large displacement
current through the double-layer capacitance, giving rise to upward and downward current spikes
corresponding to the wave entrance and exiting on the recording electrode. [31,32,41]. We recorded
onward and downward spike differences between 0.7 to 2 s using 1 mm2 electrodes. This means
that we can actually record a wave speed of a few hundreds of micrometres per second, which is
in fact supported by reported Ca2+ waves propagation speeds [46,47]. Hence, we hypothesize that
Ca2+ channels could be involved due to their reported periodicity, slower nature and involvement to
PC-3 proliferation. Hence, in order to demonstrate a possible role of Calcium channels (Ca2+) in the
recorded electrical activity, we decided to block the electrical spikes using a well-known Ca2+ inhibitor,
Gadolinium (Gd3+) [48].

A Ca2+ inhibitor (Gd3+) has been added during the experiment. The inhibitor has been added
during 20 min and washed after that time. Gd3+ has been diluted with DI water, in concentrations
between 10 and 40 µM as in previous works [40]. The medium at the beginning of the experiment was
280 µL, and we used 3 µL of Gd3+ in a concentration of 1 mM, together with the medium remained
in the culture. A final concentration of Gd3+ between 10 and 20 µM was achieved. The electrical
activity of PC-3 cells before adding Gd3+ is depicted in Figure 3a. Fresh PC-3 cells typically exhibiting
fluctuations around 100 pA as explained in detail in Figure 2. Figure 3b demonstrates that the signal
of adherent PC-3 cells could be inhibited with the addition of 20 µM of Gd3+. The inhibitor effect
is fast and in less than one minute the current fluctuations lower to less than 5 pA of magnitude as
given by the red trace in Figure 3a. After about 1 h the cells were washed three times with phosphate
buffer saline (PBS) to remove the Gd3+ inhibitor and fresh medium was provided. After washing
out, the PC-3 cells regain the original electrical activity, yielding spike magnitudes of about 100 pA
as illustrated in the final black trace of Figure 3a. Additionally, gadolinium chloride MTT assays are
shown in Figure 3c,d to exclude cell death after adding the inhibitor. The error reported was the
standard error of the mean and shown as ±S.E.M (Figure 3c,d).

As can be seen in Figure 3, the Ca2+ channels are clearly involved in the electrical activity
of PC-3 cells. Electrical activity of PC-3 cells together with Gd3+ has been recorded during about
20 min (Figure 3a red colour), reducing considerably the previous electrical activity of PC-3 cells
(represented in Figure 3a in black colour in the left side of the graph). 20 min after the deposition
of the inhibitor, the medium with Gd3+ was washed three times to assure the complete elimination
of the inhibitor. After the washing, new medium was added and the electrical activity started firing
normally (black colour in the right side of the graph) with a quasi-periodic activity. It has been
demonstrated that inhibiting Ca2+ channels make the electrical activity of PC-3 cells almost disappear,
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confirming that these channels have a high influence in the electrical activity of this type of cells.
In Figure 3b, the number of spikes detected before, during and after the use of Gd3+ are shown. As can
be seen in Figure 3b, the number of spikes detected before and after the use of the inhibitor are close,
in comparison with the number of spikes detected during the use of the inhibitor, which is almost zero.
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between results of different concentrations (n = 3). Error bars represent standard error with respect to 
the repeated six measurements of the same concentration. (d) Positive and negative control test of 
gadolinium chloride. The result shows that there is no significant toxicity of 250 µM GdCl3 in 20 min 
of incubation compared with negative control (water) and positive control (250 µM triton). The results 
are reported as means ±SEM. (* p < 0.05, Student’s t-test). There is a significant difference between 
results of GdCl3 and positive control at 250 µM concentration (n = 3). Error bars represent standard 
error with respect to the three independent experiments. 

Figure 3. (a) Electrical activity of PC-3 cells culture before, during and after using Gd3+ has been used
as a Ca2+ inhibitor. Before and after the use of Gd3+, the electrical activity shows quasi-periodic current
oscillations. (b) Number of spikes detected in three different moments: before, during and after the use
of the Ca2+ inhibitor. (c) Gadolinium chloride MTT assays. The result shows that there is no significant
toxicity of GdCl3 in 20 min of incubation. The results of (c) are reported as means ±SEM. The data were
analysed by one way ANOVA, p < 0.05, which means there is a significant difference between results of
different concentrations (n = 3). Error bars represent standard error with respect to the repeated six
measurements of the same concentration. (d) Positive and negative control test of gadolinium chloride.
The result shows that there is no significant toxicity of 250 µM GdCl3 in 20 min of incubation compared
with negative control (water) and positive control (250 µM triton). The results are reported as means
±SEM. (* p < 0.05, Student’s t-test). There is a significant difference between results of GdCl3 and
positive control at 250 µM concentration (n = 3). Error bars represent standard error with respect to the
three independent experiments.
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In Figure 3c,d, an acute GdCl3 viability experiment was conducted. The results show that the cell
viability of all concentrations are above 90%. Thus, it proves that GdCl3 will not cause the cytotoxic
effect to tested cells and that the reduction of the spikes is due to the inhibition of the calcium channel
instead of cell death. In Figure 3d, a positive and negative control results were compared with the
GdCl3 results. The GdCl3 has a very close cell viability to the negative control, which is non-cytotoxic.
While in the positive control, a cytotoxic reagent at the same concentration of the GdCl3 is introduced
and leads to a significant reduction in the cell viability. This proves that GdCl3 is non-toxic to PC-3
cells during our experiments.

4. Conclusions

In this paper we have characterized the electrical activity of a prostate cancer cell line (PC-3) using
circular gold electrodes on a silicon oxide substrate chip. PC-3 cells demonstrate a low frequency
electrical activity between 0.1 Hz and 10 Hz and two distinct patterns; an asynchronous and sporadic
pattern and a synchronous quasi-periodic pattern. The sporadic phase shows weak and fast spikes
typically below 100 ms. Yet, the quasi-periodic phase shows spikes having an amplitude of ±150 pA,
a width between 50 and 300 ms and an inter-spike interval around 0.5 Hz. The use of the well-known
calcium inhibitor Gd3+ together with the slowly varying nature of the signal suggests that Ca2+

channels are involved in the electrical signalling among a population of PC-3 cells. We therefore
demonstrated for the first time the feasibility of a real time and highly sensitive system to understand
the signalling pathways among prostate cancer cells.
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